Untitled

by Laura Letinsky
Sophie came across the water, in one
of the cheapest berths, loaded with
as much wool, food, and gold as she
had and as she could carry. Leaving
her three sisters and mother, she
landed on the east coast of Canada,
taking the train to an aunt of distant
relation who agreed to soften her
landing here, where food and work
were rumored to be in abundance.
Quick with her hands, she learned
to sew, less by formula and more
by intuition and necessity. She was
hired at a dress store, altering ladies
fancy --by those standards—dress
wear and making extra by sewing
for neighbors by night. Sixteen years
old and away from her family for the
first time, she became smitten by
a dapper white shirt, suit-wearing
balalaika player, Sam, who was
similarly struck by her now filled-out
curves. He’d recently arrived with his
brother and mother, following nine

years in his father’s wake.
A postage size house and yard one
beside another bordered by the
scantest of fences each planted
with peas raspberries carrots onions
poppies crab-apples and forget-meknots she told me were called Laura’s
blue eyes, two children, a nervous
breakdown, small blue box holding
pennies for Israeli, cheapest cuts
of meat marinated, boiled, baked,
stewed, pickled and delicious, plastic
bags washed and hung to dry on the
line, bacon snuck at the urgings of
her Ukrainian friend, her sisters and
mother visited for the first and last
time after over thirty years away, a
leg lost to obesity-induced diabetes
from trying to feed the hunger that
never left her, her only son’s death
by accident further ebbing away at
her mind and body until she passed,
leaving Sam who had turned out to
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be the cloud to her sun, him dying
ten years later.
***
Winnipeg, Canada, is in the middle
of North America, subject to a harsh
seasonal climate that varies from
lows of -40 degrees C to 30 degrees,
surrounded by seas of grain that set
off the ferocious blue of the sky.
The two rivers that meet here made
it an important trade, transport, and
farming site for indigenous peoples,
and later, traders from France and
Britain, some growing wealthy
and settling, followed by waves of
immigrants beginning as early as the
1890’s from Eastern Europe, later the
Philippines, China, India, Pakistan,
Rwanda, Nigeria, and more.
The mosaic is Canada’s metaphor for
immigration, the whole composed
of and made complete by its parts.
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